Failure detectors (or, more 
Introduction
There have recently been several papers about membership services in asynchronous systems [2, 12, 16, 17, 181 . A membership service is responsible for giving each process (consistent) information about the operational processes in the system. A process calls this information its view of the system processes. A membership service typically reacts to process crashes or recoveries, leading it to define a set of views. The membership services mentioned vary according to the underlying failure model considered, as well as the properties they provide with respect t o the set of views delivered to each process: (e.g. whether another view may exist simultaneously, the degree of agreement among members):
0 [16, 171 consider processes with crash failure semantics, excluding network partitions.
0 [18] considers systems in which processes may crash and the network may partition. However, despite network partitions, this membership service defines only majority views -a unique, totally-ordered sequence of views. Such a membership service is said to have linear semantics.
The membership services described in [l, 2, 121 consider the same failure scenario as above, but only define a partial order on the views. That is, if the system is partitioned in two (or more) subnetworks then two (or more) views, one in each subnetwork, may exist concurrently.
Concurrent views offer an interesting extension to membership services, and force us to consider a further semantic distinction based on whether concurrent views are permitted to intersect. If two concurrent views may overlap, we say the membership service semantics are weak-partial, if they may not we say the semantics are strong-partial. Among those that permit concurrent views, [2] appears to be a strong-partial membership service. [12] considers both strong-partial and weak-partial membership services, and [l] considers only weak-partial membership service. These variants raise a new, pertinent question: when is a strong-partial service required, and when does a weakpartial membership service suffice. The objective of this paper is to suggest an answer to this question, by showing that a strong-partial membership service is intimately related to virtually-synchronous communi-cation. We do not discuss when a linear membership service is required.
The idea of virtually-synchronous communication (VSC) was first introduced by Isis [3, 41. VSC can be understood as rule for ordering message deliveries (reliable multicasts) with respect to view changes (received from the membership service). We give a precise definition for VSC in Section 5.4. VSC defines a powerful model for building fault-tolerant processes that mask failures by replication. It has also been argued [5] that ordering message deliveries consistently around process failures and recoveries is a fundamental part of any distributed computation; thus VSC is a vital primitive for inherently-distributed programming. Relatedly, many common distributed applications are more easily understood and solved if they can make use of VSC [19] . Finally, if the VSC abstraction we define in this paper is augmented with a majority requirement, [20] shows it is a powerful model in which transaction commit is easily (albeit probabilistically) implemented. Understanding that the VSC abstraction is more basic than the transaction abstraction gives broader insight to the problem of building faulttolerant applications. Crash failures are surprisingly difficult to handle in an asynchronous system. Fischer, et.al [lo] show that, be-cause it is impossible to distinguish a crashed process from one that is just very slow, any problem requiring "all correct processes" to agree on some value cannot be solved deterministically; that is, no deterministic protocol can make progress if it must also make accurate process failure detections. One way around this is for asynchronous systems to incorporate some mechanism for suspeciing failures, as well as a means of handling failure suspicions consistently (e.g. p may suspect q faulty while r may not; perhaps r and/or q even suspect p ) . Our system model assumes a fuilure suspector that eventually suspects a crashed process,1 which suffices to ensure our protocols make progress. We do not require anything more of the failure suspector.
Each process has three components that interact to implement the virtually-synchronous communication primitive for application-layer processes ( Figure 1 We have a reciprocity condition for (perceived) partitions, as well. To model the nature of network parti2For example, to detect failures i'sP could query a process, deeming it inaccessible if it does not repond in a timely fashion (inaccurate, but satisfying the requirement). We might put the onus on a process to announce its recovery.
tions, we require eventual reciprocity of inaccessibility suspicions. That is, if F S~ suspects q then eventually either FS, suspects p or q fails.
A logical formula holds on a consistent cut. The membership of an indexical set of processes depends on when it is considered. In our model, 'when' translates to consistent cuts, the only physically-realizable instances. We use the following formulas and indexical sets to specify the behavior of F S~.
is not an event in h,. In [7] , consensus(i) (for each i) would be solved by the same static set of processses Proc. The majority requirement to solve consensus(i) is thus similar to a static voting scheme in the context of handling replicated data Ill]. This is because [7] consider that failure suspicions are never stable: a process p believing failed(q) can always change its mind.
Non-triviality
In contrast, in the VSC model, failure beliefs are stable each time a new view is defined. Thus for i # j , consensus(i) and consensus(j) need not be solved by the same set of processes. Continuing the replicated data analogy, the majority requirement in the VSC model is similar to the dynamic voting scheme [9], which has been shown to lead to higher data availability than the static voting scheme.
The View Component
The view component operates whenever a link failure repairs, a process begins executing, recovers after a crash, and whenever the multicast component informs it that the current view has terminated (Section 5). vcP defines p's current view by interaction with other vc components, and by using F S~ information. vcP defines a new view when it detects (or learns about through some other vc component) agreement on CommSet,() among the members of CommSetp().
The new view will be the largest subset of processes (containing p ) satisfying this agreement.
The View Component Algorithm
In this section we outline how vcp detects or learns 4Technically, we should name some cut explicitly since the function's value depends p's indexical can-communicatewith set. We omit the cut reference, but with the understanding that vc-Coord(p) has a temporal dependence. In fact p never knows which particularcut it is on, but at any point in its execution vcP has some set of process identifiers that satisfy a certain condition. It determines a coordinator by applying some rule to this set. The presence of c would only clarify matters for the omniscient reasoner. 
That is, COMMSETEQ(S) gf
In our protocol, each p sends its current CommSetp() and current seqp number to vc-Coord(p) every time CommSetp() changes.
Defining the New View
Let K = vc-Coord(p), and S = CommSet,(c) for some cut e. Then VC, receives CommSetp() for p E S. is not a stable property (i.e. once true, forever true) we must take care in announcing the new view. We return to this issue in Section 6.
Whenever it receives a different

The Partial Order
Correctness of vcP means that the coordinator successfully sends the new view to the vc components of all reachable members in the new view. We will henceforth use V to denote the (local) view that is agreed-upon by all the members of V .
Since process histories are linear, it makes sense to talk about the z t h version of a process's (local) view -we denote this by View:. 
Definition
Proposition 4.1 Let V and V' be concurrent views.
Then V n V' = 0.
The Multicast Component
The Multicast Component of process p , M C~, is responsible for implementing virtually-synchronous communication. MC, operates in two modes. In one mode it multicasts messages to the members of its current view View,(). In the other mode, it flushes outstanding multicasts to ensure they satisfy virtuallysynchronous communication semantics, then terminaies the current view. The transition from multicast mode to termination mode is triggered by any FS, not-corn() or CO"() message. In this section, we define VSC semantics and the protocols M C~ uses.
Definitions
Informally, virtually-synchronous communication is It is important to notice that process sequence numbers are not used in the definition. These are low-level pieces of information; the application layer should only be concerned with process identifiers. For an application-layer process, VSC ensures two processes that if they progress together from one view to another, then they delivered the same set of messages in the first view. As a result, if process state is determined by an initial state and the set of multicasts delivered to the process, VSC rneans that if processes begin executing in view V in the same state, then switch together to view V', they will begin executing in V' in the same state.
Two Modes of Operation
The component MC, operates in two modes:
1. in normal mode MC, reliably multicasts messages issued by the application layer of p , and delivers to the application layer multicasts it receives from other MCS; By delivering only V-multicasts, the normal mode ensures that no multicast can be delivered in more than one view (see the VSC definition).
in view-termination
MC, View-Termination Mode
Consider a view V = Viewp(). Component M C~ switches from normal mode to view-termination mode after receiving from FS, either 1) not-comm(q) for q E Viewp(), or 2) comm(r) for T Viewp(). This is because whenever a change in the communication topology is detected a new view must be defined reflecting that change. However, before defining a new view, MC in view-termination mode must ensure the VSC definition is satisfied.
Once M C P enters view-termination mode, it need only consider relevant not-comm() events from F S~ to terminate V . Thus, while executing in viewtermination mode, M C~ builds its own approximation of NotCommSetp(). This means failure notifications have a permanent effect until view-termination mode ends: comm(q) received by M C~ in view-termination mode after not-comm(q) (for example due to a partition) cannot undo the not-comm(q) information.
Just as a new view for p is defined according to agreement on CommSet()s, successfully terminating V involves partitioning V according to NotCommSet() agreement.
Definition The indexical set Survivesp(V) is V minus the set of processes M C~ believes failed in V:
There are many standard ways of achieving this -e.g. piggybacking information on messages.
Before we can explain how to ensure VSC, we need the following data structures. Then eveniually, either p crashes or it detects
VT( V, Survivesx (V)).
Finally, the fact that VT(V, S) is not stable poses the same problems as those posed by COMMSETEQ()'S instability. We consider both in the next section.
6 Instability of COMMSETEQO and W V , S ) While processes being out of phase is not always destructive, and in fact is quite natural whenever partitions occur, it is destructive in this case sin.ce it induces deadlock. The following precludes deadlock. VC-a1 ert, (+s) . The Component Switch protocol for V C~ is:
1. The coordinator K sends the switch(vc,V') message using a best effort reliable multicast [13] (a process receiving the message reissues it to all the destination processes).
Upon receiving s w i t c h ( v c , V'), vc,:
(a) logzcally reorders it to be before VC 
